SUPPORT AE
Did you know that donations make up
over half of AE’s operating revenue?
Consider adding a tax-deductible
donation to your subscription purchase
to help make Season 35 the greatest yet!
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WELCOME TO
SEASON 35
Come on in and make yourself comfortable.
For three and a half decades now, Actor’s
Express has been the place Atlanta trusts
for fearless contemporary theatre. It has also
been the place where anyone can come as
they are and just be themselves. We bring
daring and provocative theatre experiences
in a warm, casual environment that welcomes
anyone who enters to claim AE as their
artistic home.
Season 35 is a celebration of being yourself
on your own terms. Every play has at its
center someone looking to be their true
selves, whether by rebelling against the
establishment, going on a spiritual quest,
crusading for justice or looking for a
safe place to call home.
Each production packs a different kind of
punch. From contemporary plays to newly
imagined classics, you’ll be in for something
new every time you step through our doors.
When you subscribe to Season 35, you’ll get
the thrill of taking a joyride through a season
that runs the gamut from hilarious satire to
powerful catharsis and just about
everything in between.
It’s more than a feel-good season.
It’s a feel-everything season.
If you are looking for the lift that you can
only get from passionate, fearless theatre
I promise you won’t be disappointed. So
subscribe today and expect the unexpected!
At Actor’s Express, the ordinary
is extraordinary.

Freddie Ashley
Artistic Director

FEBRUARY 2-19, 2023
URINETOWN
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY MARK HOLLMAN
BOOK AND LYRICS BY GREG KOTIS
DIRECTED BY FREDDIE ASHLEY
MUSIC DIRECTED BY ASHLEY PRINCE
CHOREOGRAPHED BY PRECIOUS WEST

PEE-PARE TO LAUGH!
Yes, that’s really the title. And yes, it is about
exactly what you think it is. In the not-sodistant future, a twenty-year drought has
depleted the land of water. All citizens are
forced to pay the corrupt “Urine Good
Company” megacorporation for the, ahem,
“privilege to pee.” When the idealistic Bobby
Strong decides he has had enough, he leads
a ragtag group of rebels in a
revolution to pee freely!
A Co-Production with Oglethorpe
University Theatre performed at the Conant
Performing Arts Center.

“Rousing and infectious.”
– Variety
“Urinetown packs tremendous fun.”
– Time Out

THE WHY
Have you ever heard of an idea that was
so crazy, so out-there that it just shouldn’t
work…but does? In the twenty years since
Urinetown premiered on Broadway, it
KDVGH²HGWKHRGGVWREHFRPHDPXVLFDO
classic. Its acerbic satire of capitalist
greed and fascist authoritarianism
resonates now more than ever, and it is
just as much fun as it always has been.
– Freddie

FAITH & PURITY
COLLIDE WITH
SEX & REBELLION
During a hot summer at a fundamentalist
church camp in Texas, an idealistic young
counselor works to shepherd the campers
in the senior girls’ cabin through a delicate
phase of self-discovery, only to be
confronted with challenges to her own faith.
7KH\RXQJZRPHQ²QGWKHPVHOYHVFUDVKLQJ
into the uneasy tension between obedience
and rebellion in a culture that is obsessed
with their sexual purity.

“Rockwell’s writing is on point.”
– Broadwayworld.com
“Rockwell has a deep-seated love
for her characters.”
– Theatre Mirror, Boston

THE WHY
Kira Rockwell’s beautiful play is an insightful
portrait of young women navigating the
GLI²FXOWLHVRIJURZLQJXSZLWKLQDFXOWXUH
that seeks to exert tremendous control over
them. Oh, to be Pure Again will resonate with
anyone who has ever had to question what
they’ve been taught in order to become their
authentic selves.
– Freddie

WORLD PREMIERE

MARCH 2-26, 2023
OH, TO BE PURE AGAIN
BY KIRA ROCKWELL
DIRECTED BY KATE BERGSTROM



APRIL 20 MAY 14, 2023
PRAYER FOR THE
FRENCH REPUBLIC
BY JOSHUA HARMON
DIRECTED BY FREDDIE ASHLEY



SEARCHING
FOR HOME
ACROSS FIVE
GENERATIONS
On the eve of the 2016 French presidential
elections, a Parisian doctor fears for her
family amid the rise of antisemitism in
France. As she considers relocating to Israel,
ZH³DVKEDFNWRKHUJUHDWJUDQGSDUHQWV
in 1945 anxiously awaiting the return of
loved ones recently liberated from the
concentration camps. This uplifting family
VDJDLQWURGXFHVXVWR²YHJHQHUDWLRQV
yearning for the safety of home. Winner of
WKH'UDPD'HVN$ZDUGIRU%HVW3OD\
and the 2022 Outer Critics Circle Award for
%HVW2II%URDGZD\3OD\
“FIVE STARS! A brave, articulate,
and necessary new play.”
– New York Stage Review
“A breathtaking work that skillfully
balances the humanity of its characters
with sprawling history.”
– New York Theatre Guide

THE WHY
This is Joshua Harmon’s most ambitious play
WRGDWH7KHULVHRIDQWL6HPLWLVPLQ(XURSH
and elsewhere fueled Harmon’s exploration
of the need for home. Exquisite in every
detail, Prayer for the French Republic is an
uplifting play that confronts the inhumanity
of the world with the powerful forces of
family and hope.
– Freddie

WILL ONE MAN’S
REDEMPTION LEAD
TO ANOTHER’S
DAMNATION?
At Rikers Island, a frightened young inmate
confronts complex issues of faith when he
crosses paths with a charismatic serial killer,
a sadistic guard and a jaded public defender.
This potent play by Pulitzer Prize winner
Stephen Adly Guirgis will hit you where you
live and make you question what happens
when God’s justice differs from man’s.

“This pumping, pounding, pulsing
play blazes.”
– Evening Standard
“Fire-breathing…a probing, intense portrait of life behind bars.”
– New York Times

THE WHY
The term “American classic” is so often
FRQ²QHGWRWKHZRUNVRIWKHPLGGOHRI
the twentieth century by writers like Miller
and Williams, but it’s time we broaden our
notions of what a “classic” looks like. Guirgis’
benchmark prison drama about faith and
humanity remains as potent as ever in the
two decades since its premiere, surely
earning its place among great
American classic plays.
– Freddie

JUNE 8 JULY 2, 2023
JESUS HOPPED THE ‘A’ TRAIN
BY STEPHEN ADLY GUIRGIS
DIRECTED BY ERIC J. LITTLE


 

JULY 20 AUGUST 19, 2023
HEDWIG AND THE ANGRY INCH
TEXT BY JOHN CAMERON MITCHELL
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY STEPHEN TRASK
DIRECTED BY QUINN XAVIER HERNANDEZ
MUSIC DIRECTED BY BUCKY MOTTER

ROCK OUT
ATLANTA...
SHE’S
BAAAAACK!
Join “internationally ignored” rock singer
Hedwig as she searches the world for
stardom and love in this groundbreaking
musical that has become one of the great
cult classics of all time. A rock and roll
explosion for anyone who has ever felt like a
PLV²W Hedwig and the Angry Inch will have
you singing along and unleashing your own
inner rock star.

“The most exciting rock score written
for the theatre since, oh, ever!”
– Time Magazine
“Foulmouthed, electrically tuneful
and furiously funny.”
– New York Times

THE WHY
Hedwig is an Actor’s Express tradition! In the
more than two decades since John Cameron
Mitchell and Stephen Trask’s rock opus burst
onto the Off-Broadway stage, Hedwig has
become something of a mythic character
who embodies the inner worth and dignity of
anyone who has ever felt like an outsider.
– Freddie

HOW DO WE
CHOOSE BETWEEN
THE DANGERS OF
A TRUTH AND THE
SECURITY OF A LIE?
It is 2016, and it has been 936 days since
Flint, Michigan has had clean water. As sole
provider for her daughters, sister and elderly
mother, third-generation GM employee Marion
²QGVKHUVHOIRQWKHFXVSRIDSURPRWLRQ
to management. When her sister begins
participating in protests against the company
for their role in poisoning the water, secrets
emerge and tensions mount. This powerful play
about the choices we make for the sake
of survival was the winner of the
2021 Susan Smith Blackburn Prize.

“A gut-wrenching,
soul-stirring masterwork.”
– New York Theatre Guide
“Haunting and eye-opening.”
– New York Times

THE WHY
To be blunt, cullud wattah is one of the most
emotionally impactful plays I have ever seen or
read, telling the story of a family of women who
survive together through life’s toughest trials. Their
strength and perseverance are clarion calls to action
and will leave you with a feeling like nothing you’ve
experienced in a theatre before.
– Freddie

SEPTEMBER 21OCTOBER 15, 2023
CULLUD WATTAH
%<(5,.$',&.(5621'(63(1=$
DIRECTED BY AMANDA WASHINGTON

  
DECEMBER 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 2023
Atlanta icon Libby Whittemore returns to ring in the holiday
season once again with her classic “Ho Ho Home for the
Holidays and a Connie Sue Day Christmas.”
A one-of-a-kind Atlanta tradition!





SUNSET ON THE DOGWOOD CITY
By Addae Moon, Natasha Patel and Avery Sharpe
Join us for the third season of AE’s popular anthology
podcast series. Following the success of “Crossroads”
and “Tucker’s Cove,” “Sunset on the Dogwood City” is an
Atlanta-set thriller that will explore the underbelly that is
revealed when something that seems to be pure becomes
corrupted. Available on Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts
and elsewhere. Check back for release dates.



Join us for special events every Thursday!

CHOOSE
YOUR
PACKAGE

TELL US
WHEN
YOU’D
LIKE TO
COME

THE STANDARD
SUBSCRIPTION

THE PREMIUM
SUBSCRIPTION

$190

$205

The Standard Subscription is the
simplest way to see all 6 Season 35 shows.
Includes one ticket to each Mainstage
show on any night during its run.

Lock in your opening night ticket
for all 6 Season 35 mainstage
shows and comeback as many
times as you want during the run.
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R I will choose dates later

ADD IT
ALL UP

# OF SEATS

STANDARD

PREMIUM

$190

$205

SUBTOTAL

=$

Renew your Annual Fund Donation

R $1000 R $500 R $250 R $100 R $50 R Other

=$

R My company will match this donation
Join the A-LIST
Make a monthly pledge and support AE all year long

Total pledge:

=$

/12 = First month pledge amount
SUBTOTAL + DONATION

=$

THANK YOU for your support of Actor’s Express!
TELL US
ABOUT
YOURSELF

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

EMAIL

PHONE

ZIP

R YES, I want to receive emails from Actor’s Express
Payment Method R Check R Visa R MC R AmEx R Contact me for payment
CARD #

THREE
EASY
WAYS TO
ORDER

EXP

ONLINE
ANYTIME

CALL THE
BOX OFFICE

actors-express.com

404.607.7469
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CVC

MAIL THIS FORM
887 West Marietta St NW
Suite J-107
Atlanta, GA 30318
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The Actor’s Express Inc.

SCAN TO SUBCRIBE

887 West Marietta St. NW
Suite J-107
Atlanta, GA 30318
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&
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Major support is provided by the Mayor’s Office of Cultural Affairs. Major funding is provided by the Fulton County
Board of Commissioners. This program is supported by the Georgia General Assembly. GCA also receives support from
its partner agency - the National Endowment for the Arts.

@AExpress

